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Real-Time Technology Group (RTTG) delivers secure technology solutions for managing  

mission-critical information challenges: personal identity verification, credential management, and 

business process control. 

Since 1999, we have been helping public agencies and private enterprises improve their management 

of critical information with fully hosted and securely managed technical solutions. 

Our technology is scalable, efficient, cost-effective, and easy-to-use. We invite you to learn more about 

our technologies and services by visiting our website at www.realtimetg.com; or call: 908-782-6010. 

Your Trusted Technology for 
   Identity Management
     Challenges

For Corporate Safety and 
Security Program Compliance
Compliance Challenge:
To maintain up-to-date surety, safety, fitness, and 
technical training certifications, in addition to 
access control credentials, for compliance with 
industry’s safety and security standards.

RTV3Pro Solution:
RTV3Pro sets a new standard for 
meeting escalating demands on the 
corporate sector to comply with industry and government security 
requirements. As a turnkey managed service, RTV3Pro enables 
individual organizations to easily administer the private collection, 
automated processing, and selective validation of personal information, 
certifications, and credentials that demonstrate compliance with varied 
security requirements. 

A unique architecture enables RTV3Pro to be used in conjunction with 
other RTV3 programs as an interoperable platform or as a stand-alone 
managed service. The result, RTV3Pro enables you to develop and 
administer identity, certification tracking, or credential management 
programs tailored to your unique human resource needs.

Proven Effective RTV3 Solutions

RTV3 Supports Varied 
Levels of Assurance
Low

Printed ID Cards (Flash and Pass)

MediuM

Real-Time Credential Validation

HiGH

Real-Time Biometric Authentication

* Select any combination or create your own assurance 
standard for each unique secured area.



Within This Challenging Security Environment, 

personal identity verification, certification tracking, and credential 

management are critical elements of effective personnel assurance.  

To trust with assurance, you must know: who an individual is; what  

he/she is trained to do; and how all active certifications and 

credentials impact facility access rights. 

Real-Time Technology Group (RTTG) delivers trusted solutions for 

critical identity management and authentication challenges. 

RTV3 is the newest generation of our Real-Time Verification 

technology platform. It flexibly serves the personnel assurance 

challenges of public agencies and private organizations.  

RTV3 also improves risk management and compliance with corporate 

safety and security requirements.

RTV3 is an interoperable technology platform for the secure collection, 

processing, and need-to-know data sharing in support of identity, 

certification, and credential management programs. As the technology 

that powers personnel assurance programs at many of the  

highest- value terrorist targets and critical infrastructures throughout 

the New York Metro area, RTV3 is proven, effective, and efficient. 

RTV3 provides a cost-effective technology platform for: 

Critical Infrastructure and Sensitive Facility Protection•	

Corporate Safety and Security Program Compliance •	

Certification and Training Record Management •	

Security Challenge: 
To easily and cost-effectively assure personal 
identity verification of independent, transient, 
contracted personnel.

RTV3 Solution: 
Secure Worker Access Consortium 
(SWAC) is a unique regional personnel 
assurance program. RTV3 sustains the SWAC program with a technology 
platform that securely and privately assures the identity of contractors 
seeking access to our nation’s highest-value terrorist targets. 
RTV3 enables SWAC to:

Collect members’ biographic information and authorization forms •	

Facilitate and monitor the processing of criminal history investigations •	

Continually assess members for inclusion on terrorist watch lists •	

Maintain members’ surety certifications and credentials for real-time •	
validation by regional security managers 

RTV3 unites the efforts of participating public agencies, security personnel, 
labor groups, and contractors, facilitating the development and growth of this 
trusted contractor community. Established as part of the security procedures 
for the World Trade Center complex, NY/NJ airports and bus terminals, 
bridges, and other transportation facilities, the SWAC program meets the 
U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s guidelines.

Real-Time Verification Supports Your Unique Personnel Assurance Requirements

Features Benefits

RTV3 Delivers Turnkey, Managed Solutions  
for Effective Personnel Assurance

For Critical Infrastructure and 
Sensitive Facility Protection

Safety & Security Challenges: 
To manage member training records, assure 
personal identity verification, and optimally deploy 
skilled responders.

RTV3 Solution: 
The Emergency Personnel 
Information Center (EPIC) is 
a turnkey technology solution to help local police, fire, EMS, and other first 
responders manage training records, issue photo IDs, and field-authenticate 
responder credentials. 

A secure web-based information center for department training and safety 
officers, EPIC enables participating organizations to securely collect and 
manage members’ biographic, biometric, and technical training certifications. 
Automated notifications help assure compliance with training requirements 
and standard operating procedures for safe access to incident scenes. 

EPIC delivers accurate, real-time, mission-critical information using any 
internet-enabled mobile device or PC. This helps reduce risk and enables 
more effective planning and response to natural disasters, terrorism, and 
critical incident scenes. 

For Certification and Training  
Record Management

on-Going Security demands 

Today’s relentless security challenges 

and more stringent security mandates, 

demand a technology platform that  

can deliver flexible, practical, and  

cost-effective solutions. 

Proven

Flexible

Interoperable 

TrusTed 

     Manage CoMplianCe

Secure

Reduce Risk 

High-security, high-availability managed 
service hosted in SAS-70 Type II datacenter

Maintains security and integrity of personal •	
information and privacy rights

Meets and exceeds data protection requirements•	

Assures continuity of service•	

Online personnel enrollment wizards Reduces cost•	

Enables easy collection of accurate, •	
comprehensive biographical data and 
authorization forms

Broad support of biometric acquisition and 
authentication devices

Efficient sharing of a variety of biometric data •	
as required for authentication by integrated or 
independently-managed access control systems

TWIC cardholder authentication Eliminates duplication and its cost•	

Positively identifies cardholder biometric and •	
credential status

Automated processing and management of 
professional certifications and training records

Eliminates duplication of effort and cost•	

Assures accuracy of information•	

Reduces risk through monitored, audited •	
compliance 

Terrorist watch list monitoring On-going assurance that all personnel are •	
continually measured against accessible terrorist 
watch lists

Integrated smartcard production Reduces cost and eliminates duplication of effort•	

Enables unrestricted authentication of •	
biographic, biometric, certification, employment, 
and credential data for enhanced access control 
decision making

Real-time management reports Delivers consistent, up-to-date information to •	
authorized users

Mobile verification tools Efficient real-time validation of identity, •	
certification, and credential status

SWAC
TM

Secure Worker Access Consortium
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